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On synchronous robotic networks
Part I: Models, tasks and complexity notions

Sonia Mart́ınez Francesco Bullo Jorge Cortés Emilio Frazzoli

Abstract— This paper proposes a formal model for a network
of robotic agents that move and communicate. Building on
concepts from distributed computation, robotics and control
theory, we define notions of robotic network, control and
communication law, coordination task, and time and commu-
nication complexity. We illustrate our model and compute the
proposed complexity measures in the example of a network of
locally connected agents on a circle that agree upon a direction
of motion and pursue their immediate neighbors.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Problem motivation: The study of networked mobile
systems presents new challenges that lie at the confluence
of communication, computing, and control. In this paper
we consider the problem of designing joint communication
protocols and control algorithms for groups of agents with
controlled mobility. For such groups of agents we define
the notion of communication and control law by extending
the classic notion of distributed algorithm in synchronous
networks. Decentralized control strategies are appealingfor
networks of robots because they can be scalable and they
provide robustness to vehicle and communication failures.

One of our main objectives is to develop a computable the-
ory of time and communication complexity for motion co-
ordination algorithms. Hopefully, our formal model will be
suitable to analyze the performance of coordination algo-
rithms. It is our contention that such a theory is required to
assess the complex trade-offs between computation, commu-
nication and motion control or, in other words, to establish
what algorithms arescalableand practically implementable
in large networks of mobile autonomous agents. The need for
modern models of computation in wireless and sensor net-
work applications is advocated in the well-known report [3].

Literature review: To study the complexity of motion
coordination, our starting points are the notions ofsyn-
chronous and asynchronous networksin distributed and par-
allel computation, e.g., see [4] and [5]. This established body
of knowledge, however, is not applicable to the robotic net-
work setting because of the agents’ mobility and the ensuing
dynamic communication topology. An important contribution
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towards a network model of mobile interacting robots is
introduced in [6], see also [7]. The model in [6] consists of a
group of “distributed anonymous mobile robots” that interact
by sensing each other’s relative position. A related model is
presented in [8], [9]. A brief survey of models, algorithms,
and the need for appropriate complexity notions is presented
in [10]. Recently, a notion of communication complexity
for multi-robot systems is analyzed in [11], see also [12]
where a formal model of communication and control laws
for multi-agent networks is proposed. A general modeling
paradigm is discussed in [13]. The time complexity of a
class of coordinated motion planning problems is computed
in [14].

Statement of contributions:We summarize our ap-
proach as follows. Arobotic networkis a group of robotic
agents moving in space and endowed with communication
capabilities. The agents’ positions obey a differential equa-
tion and the communication topology is a function of the
agents’ relative positions. Each agent repeatedly performs
communication, computation and physical motion as de-
scribed next. At predetermined time instants, the agents
exchange information along the communication graph and
update their internal state. Between successive communica-
tion instants, the agents move according to a motion control
law, computed as a function of the agent location and of
the available information gathered through communication
with other agents. In short, acontrol and communication law
for a robotic network consists of a message-generation func-
tion (what do the agents communicate?), a state-transition
function (how do the agents update their internal state with
the received information?), and a motion control law (how
do the agents move between communication rounds?). We
then define the notion oftime complexityof a control and
communication law (aimed at solving a given coordination
task) as the minimum number of communication rounds re-
quired by the agents to achieve the task. Thetime complexity
of a coordination taskis the minimum time complexity of
any algorithm achieving the task. We also provide similar
definitions for mean and total communication complexity.
Our notions of complexity satisfy a basic well-posedness
property that we refer to as “invariance under reschedulings.”
We illustrate the discussion in a network of locally connected
agents evolving on the circle. We define a control and
communication law for this network that achieves consensus
on the agents’ direction of motion and equidistance between
the agents’ positions. Furthermore, we provide upper and
lower bounds on the time and communication complexity to
achieve these tasks with the proposed law. The companion
paper [2] builds on this framework to establish complex-



ity estimates for a variety of coordination algorithms that
achieve rendezvous and deployment.

Notation: Let BooleSet = {true,false}. We
let

∏

i∈{1,...,N} Si denote the Cartesian product of sets
S1, . . . , SN . We let R+ and R+ denote the set of strictly
positive and non-negative real numbers, respectively. The
set of positive natural numbers is denoted byN and N0

denotes the set of non-negative integers. IfS is a set, then
diag(S × S) = {(s, s) ∈ S × S | s ∈ S}. For x ∈ R,
we let bxc denote the floor ofx. For x ∈ R

d, we denote
by ‖x‖2 and ‖x‖∞ the Euclidean and the∞-norm of x,
respectively. Recall that‖x‖∞ ≤ ‖x‖2 ≤

√
d‖x‖∞ for

all x ∈ R
d. For f, g : N → R, we say thatf ∈ O(g)

(respectively,f ∈ Ω(g)) if there existN0 ∈ N andk ∈ R+

such that|f(N)| ≤ k|g(N)| for all N ≥ N0 (respectively,
|f(N)| ≥ k|g(N)| for all N ≥ N0). If f ∈ O(g) and
f ∈ Ω(g), then we use the notationf ∈ Θ(g).

II. A FORMAL MODEL FOR SYNCHRONOUS ROBOTIC

NETWORKS

Here we introduce a notion of robotic network as a group
of robotic agents with the ability to move and communicate
according to a specified communication topology.

A. The physical components of a robotic network

Here we introduce our basic definition of physical quan-
tities such as the agents and such as the ability of agents
to communicate. We begin by providing a basic model for
how each robotic agent moves in space. Acontrol systemis
a tuple(X,U,X0, f) consisting of

(i) X, a differentiable manifold, called thestate space;
(ii) U , a compact subset ofRm containing0, called the

input space;
(iii) X0, a subset ofX, called theset of allowable initial

states;
(iv) f : X × U → TX is a C∞-map withf(x, u) ∈ TxX

for all (x, u) ∈ X × U .
We refer tox ∈ X and u ∈ U as a state and an input
of the control system, respectively. We will often consider
control-affine systems, i.e., control systems withf(x, u) =
f0(x)+

∑m

a=1 fa(x)ua. In such a case, we representf as the
ordered family ofC∞-vector fields(f0, f1, . . . , fm) on X.

Definition II.1 (Network of robotic agents) A network of
robotic agents(or robotic network) S is a tuple(I,A, Ecmm)
consisting of

(i) I = {1, . . . , N}, the set of unique identifiers;
(ii) A = {A[i]}i∈I = {(X [i], U [i],X0

[i], f [i])}i∈I , the set
of physical agents;

(iii) Ecmm, a map from
∏

i∈I X [i] to the subsets ofI × I \
diag(I × I), called thecommunication edge map.

If A[i] = (X,U,X0, f) for all i ∈ I, then the robotic network
is called uniform. •

Let us comment on this definition and on how robotic
agents communicate in a robotic network(I,A, Ecmm).

Remark II.2 By convention, we let the superscript[i] de-
note the variables and spaces which correspond to the agent

with unique identifieri; for instance,x[i] ∈ X [i] denotes the
state of agentA[i]. We refer to(x[1], . . . , x[N ]) ∈ ∏

i∈I X [i]

as astateof the network.
The mapEcmm models the topology of the communication

service between the agents. In other words, at a network
state x = (x[1], . . . , x[N ]), two agents at locationsx[i]

and x[j] can communicate if the pair(i, j) is an edge
in Ecmm(x[1], . . . , x[N ]). Accordingly, we refer to the pair
(I, Ecmm(x[1], . . . , x[N ])) as thecommunication graphat x.
When and what agents communicate is discussed in Sec-
tion II-B. Maps of the formE :

∏

i∈I X [i] → 2I×I\diag(I×I)

are calledproximity edge maps, and arise in wireless com-
munication and computational geometry (see [1] for more
details). •

To make things concrete, let us present an interesting
example of robotic network. LetS1 be the unit circle,
and measure positions onS1 counterclockwise from the
positive horizontal axis. Forx, y ∈ S

1, we let dist(x, y) =
min{distc(x, y),distcc(x, y)}. Here, distc(x, y) = (x −
y) (mod2π) is the clockwise distance, that is, the path length
from x to y traveling clockwise. Similarly,distcc(x, y) =
(y − x) (mod2π) is the counterclockwise distance. Here
x (mod2π) is the remainder of the division ofx by 2π.

Example II.3 (Locally-connected first-order agents on
the circle) For r ∈ R+, consider the uniform robotic
network S

S
1,r-disk = (I,A, Er-disk) composed of identical

agents of the form(S1, (0, e)). Here e is the vector field
on S

1 describing unit-speed counterclockwise rotation. We
define ther-disk proximity edge mapEr-disk on the circle
by setting(i, j) ∈ Er-disk(θ

[1], . . . , θ[N ]) if and only if

dist(θ[i], θ[j]) ≤ r ,

where dist(x, y) is the geodesic distance between the two
pointsx, y on the circle. •

B. Control and communication laws for robotic networks

Here we present a discrete-time communication,
continuous-time motion model for the evolution of a robotic
network. In our model, the robotic agents evolve in the
physical domain in continuous-time and have the ability to
exchange information (position and/or dynamic variables)
that affect their motion at discrete-time instants.

Definition II.4 (Control and communication law) Let S
be a robotic network. A(synchronous, dynamic, feedback)
control and communication lawCC for S consists of the sets:

(i) T = {t`}`∈N0
⊂ R+, an increasing sequence of time

instants, calledcommunication schedule;
(ii) L, a set containing thenull element, called the

communication language; elements ofL are called
messages;

(iii) W [i], i ∈ I, sets of values of somelogic variablesw[i],
i ∈ I;

(iv) W
[i]
0 ⊆ W [i], i ∈ I, subsets ofallowable initial values;

and of the maps:
(i) msg[i] : T×X [i]×W [i]×I → L, i ∈ I, calledmessage-

generation functions;
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(ii) stf[i] : T × W [i] × LN → W [i], i ∈ I, called state-
transition functions;

(iii) ctl [i] : R+ × X [i] × X [i] × W [i] × LN → U [i], i ∈ I,
called control functions. •

We will sometimes refer to a control and communication
law as amotion coordination algorithm. Control and com-
munication laws might have various properties.

Definition II.5 (Properties of control and communication
laws) Let S be a robotic network andCC be a control and
communication law forS.

(i) If S is uniform and if W [i] = W , msg[i] = msg,
stf[i] = stf, ctl[i] = ctl, for all i ∈ I, then CC
is said to beuniform and is described by a tuple
(T, L,W, {W [i]

0 }i∈I , msg, stf, ctl).
(ii) If W [i] = W

[i]
0 = ∅ for all i ∈ I, then CC

is said to be static and is described by a tuple
(T, L, {msg[i]}i∈I , {ctl[i]}i∈I), with msg[i] : T×X [i]×
I → L, and ctl[i] : T × X [i] × X [i] × LN → U [i].

(iii) CC is said to be time-independentif the message-
generation, state-transition and control functions are
of the formmsg[i] : X [i]×W [i]×I → L, stf[i] : W [i]×
LN → W [i], ctl[i] : X [i] × X [i] × W [i] × LN → U [i],
i ∈ I, respectively. •

Roughly speaking this definition has the following mean-
ing: for all i ∈ I, to the ith physical agent corresponds a
logic process, labeledi, that performs the following actions.
First, at each time instantt` ∈ T, the ith logic process
sends to each of its neighbors in the communication graph a
message (possibly thenull message) computed by applying
the message-generation function to the current values ofx[i]

andw[i]. After a negligible period of time (therefore, still at
time instantt` ∈ T), the ith logic process resets the value
of its logic variablesw[i] by applying the state-transition
function to the current value ofw[i], and to the messages
received at timet`. Between communication instants, i.e.,
for t ∈ [t`, t`+1), the motion of theith agent is determined
by applying the control function to the current value ofx[i],
the value ofx[i] at t`, and the current value ofw[i]. This
idea is formalized as follows.

Definition II.6 (Evolution of a robotic network) Let S
be a robotic network andCC be a control and communication
law for S. The evolution of (S, CC) from initial conditions
x

[i]
0 ∈ X0

[i] and w
[i]
0 ∈ W

[i]
0 , i ∈ I, is the set of curves

x[i],` : [t`, t`+1] → X [i], i ∈ I, ` ∈ N0, and w[i] : T → W [i],
i ∈ I, satisfying

ẋ[i],`(t)=f
(

x[i],`(t), ctl[i](t, x[i],`(t), x[i],`(t`), w
[i](t`), y

[i](t`))
)

,

where, for` ∈ N0, and i ∈ I,

x[i],`(t`)=x[i],`−1(t`) , w[i](t`)=stf[i](t`, w
[i](t`−1), y

[i](t`)) ,

with the conventions thatx[i],−1(t0) = x
[i]
0 and w[i](t−1) =

w
[i]
0 , i ∈ I. Here, the functiony[i] : T → LN (describing the

messages received by agenti) has componentsy[i]
j (t`), for

j ∈ I, given by

y
[i]
j (t`) = msg[j](t`, x

[j],`−1(t`), w
[j](t`−1), i)

if (i, j) ∈ Ecmm(x[1],`−1(t`), . . . , x
[N ],`−1(t`)) and

y
[i]
j (t`) = null otherwise. •

Remark II.7 (Idealized aspects of communication model)
Let us discuss two limitations regarding the proposed com-
munication model. We refer toCC as a synchronouslaw
because communication takes always place at the same time
for all agents. We do not discuss here the important setting
of asynchronous laws (see however Section IV).

The setL is used to exchange information between two
robotic agents. The messagenull indicates no communi-
cation. We assume that the messages in the communication
languageL allow us to encode logical expressions such as
true and false, integers, and real numbers. A realistic
assumption onL would be to adopt a finite-precision rep-
resentation for integers and real numbers in the messages.
Instead, in what follows, we neglect any inaccuracies due to
quantization (see however Section IV). •

Remark II.8 (Related notation) To distinguish between
thenull and the non-null messages received by an agent,
it is convenient to define thenatural projectionπL : LN →
2L that maps an array of messagesy to the subset ofL
containing only the non-null messages iny.

In many uniform control and communication laws, the
messages interchanged among the network agents are (quan-
tized representations of) the agents’ states and dynamic
states. The corresponding communication language isL =
X × W and message generation function msgstd: T × X ×
W × I → X ×W , msgstd(t, x, w, j) = (x,w), is referred to
as thestandard message-generation function.

By concatenating the curvesx[i],` andw[i],`, for ` ∈ N0,
we can define the evolution of theith robotic agentR+ 3
t 7→ (x[i](t), w[i](t)) ∈ X [i] × W [i]. Additionally we can
define the curves

R+ 3 t 7→ x(t) = (x[1](t), . . . , x[N ](t)) ∈
∏

i∈I

X [i],

R+ 3 t 7→ w(t) = (w[1](t), . . . , w[N ](t)) ∈
∏

i∈I

W [i]. •

C. The agree-and-pursue control and communication law

From Example II.3, consider the uniform networkS
S
1,r-disk

of locally-connected first-order agents inS
1. We now define

the agree-and-pursue law, denoted byCCagr-pursuit, as the uni-
form and time-independent law loosely described as follows:

[Informal description] The dynamic variables are
drctn taking values in{c,cc} andprior tak-
ing values inI. At each communication round,
each agent transmits its position and its dynamic
variables and sets its dynamic variables to those
of the incoming message with the largest value
of prior. Between communication rounds, each
agent moves in the counterclockwise or clock-
wise direction depending on whether its dynamic
variable drctn is cc or c. For kprop ∈]0, 1

2 [,
each agent moveskprop times the distance to the
immediately next neighbor in the chosen direction,
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Fig. 1. The agree-and-pursue control and communication law inSection II-C withN = 45, r = 2π/40, andkprop = 1/4. Disks and circles correspond
to agents moving counterclockwise and clockwise, respectively. The initial positions and the initial directions of motion are randomly generated. The five
pictures depict the network state at times0, 12, 37, 100, 400.

or, if no neighbors are detected,kprop times the
communication ranger.

Next, we define the lawformally. Each agent has logic
variablesw = (w1, w2), wherew1 = drctn ∈ {cc,c},
with arbitrary initial value, andw2 = prior ∈ I, with
initial value equal to the agent’s identifieri. In other words,
we defineW = {cc,c} × I, and we setW [i]

0 = {cc,c} ×
{i}. Each agenti ∈ I operates with the standard message-
generation function, i.e., we setL = S

1 × W and msg[i] =
msgstd, where msgstd(θ, w, j) = (θ, w). The state-transition
function is defined by

stf(w, y) = argmax{z2 | z ∈ (πL(y))2 ∪ {w}}.

For kprop ∈ R+, the control function ctl(θ, θsmpld, w, y) is

kpropmin ({r} ∪ {distcc(θsmpld, θrcvd) | θrcvd ∈ (πL(y))1})

if drctn = cc, and

−kpropmin ({r} ∪ {distc(θsmpld, θrcvd) | θrcvd ∈ (πL(y))1})

if drctn = c.
An implementation of this control and communication law

is shown in Fig. 1. Along the evolution, all agents agree upon
a common direction of motion and, after suitable time, they
reach a uniform distribution. Finally, we remark that this law
is related to the leader election algorithm discussed in [4].•

III. C OORDINATION TASKS AND COMPLEXITY MEASURES

Here, we introduce concepts and tools useful to analyze
a communication and control law. We address the following
questions: What is a coordination task for a robotic network?
When does a control and communication law achieve a task?
What is the time and communication complexity?

A. Coordination tasks

Our first analysis step is to characterize the correctness
properties of a communication and control law. We do so
by defining the notion of task and of task achievement by a
robotic network.

Definition III.1 (Coordination task) Let S be a robotic
network and letW be a set.

(i) A coordination taskfor S is a mapT :
∏

i∈I X [i] ×
WN → BooleSet.

(ii) If W = ∅, then the coordination task is said to be
static and is described by a mapT :

∏

i∈I X [i] →
BooleSet.

Additionally, letCC a control and communication law forS.

(i) The lawCC is compatiblewith the taskT :
∏

i∈I X [i]×
WN → BooleSet if its logic variables take values
in W, that is, if W [i] = W, for all i ∈ I.

(ii) The law CC achievesthe taskT if it is compatible
with it and if, for all initial conditions x

[i]
0 ∈ X

[i]
0

and w
[i]
0 ∈ W

[i]
0 , i ∈ I, the corresponding network

evolutiont 7→ (x(t), w(t)) has the property that there
existsT ∈ R+ such thatT(x(t), w(t)) = true for all
t ≥ T . •

Loosely speaking, achieving a task might mean obtaining
a specified pattern in the position of the agents or of their
dynamic variables.

Example III.2 (Agreement and equidistance tasks)From
Example II.3, consider the uniform networkS

S
1,r-disk of

locally-connected first-order agents inS
1. From Example II-

C, recall the agree-and-pursue control and communication
law CCagr-pursuitwith dynamic variables taking values inW =
{cc,c}× I. There are two tasks of interest. First, we define
the agreement taskTdrctn : (S1)N ×WN → BooleSet by

Tdrctn(θ, w) =

{

true, if drctn[1] = · · · = drctn[N ],

false, otherwise,

whereθ = (θ[1], . . . , θ[N ]), w = (w[1], . . . , w[N ]), andw[i] =
(drctn[i],prior[i]), for i ∈ I. Furthermore, forε > 0,
we define the staticε-equidistance taskTeqdstnc: (S1)N →
BooleSet by Tε-eqdstnc(θ) = true if and only if
∣

∣ min
j 6=i

distc(θ
[i], θ[j])−min

j 6=i
distcc(θ

[i], θ[j])
∣

∣ < ε, for all i ∈ I.

In other words,Tε-eqdstnc is true when, for every agent, the
clockwise distance to the closest clockwise neighbor and the
counterclockwise distance to the closest counterclockwise
neighbor are approximately equal. •

B. Complexity notions for control and communication laws
and for coordination tasks

We are finally ready to define the key notions of time and
communication complexity. These notions describe the cost
that a certain control and communication law incurs while
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completing a certain coordination task. We also define the
complexity of a task to be the infimum of the costs incurred
by all laws that achieve that task.

First we define the time complexity of an achievable task
as the minimum number of communication rounds needed
by the agents to achieve the taskT.

Definition III.3 (Time complexity) Let S be a robotic net-
work and letT be a coordination task forS. Let CC be a
control and communication law compatible withT.

(i) The time complexity to achieveT with CC from
(x0, w0) ∈

∏

i∈I X
[i]
0 × ∏

i∈I W
[i]
0 is

TC(T, CC , x0, w0) = inf {` |
T(x(tk), w(tk)) = true , for all k ≥ `} ,

wheret 7→ (x(t), w(t)) is the evolution of(S, CC) from
the initial condition(x0, w0).

(ii) The time complexity to achieveT with CC is

TC(T, CC) = sup
{

TC(T, CC , x0, w0) |

(x0, w0) ∈
∏

i∈I

X
[i]
0 ×

∏

i∈I

W
[i]
0

}

.

(iii) The time complexity ofT is

TC(T)=inf{TC(T, CC) | CC compatible withT}. •

Next, we define the notion of mean and total commu-
nication complexities for a task. As usual, we assume that
the networkS has a communication edge mapEcmm and
that the control and communication lawCC has language
L and message-generation functions msg[i], i ∈ I. With
these data we can discuss the communication cost of re-
alizing one communication round. At timet ∈ T from
state (x,w) ∈ ∏

i∈I X [i] × ∏

i∈I W [i], an element ofL
needs to be transmitted for each edge of the directed graph
(I, Ecmm\∅(t, x, w)) defined by(i, j) ∈ Ecmm\∅(t, x, w) if
and only if

(i, j) ∈ Ecmm(x) and msg[i](t, x[i], w[i], j) 6= null.

Next, we need a model for the cost of sending a message
for each directed edge inEcmm\∅.

Definition III.4 (One-round cost) For I = {1, . . . , N}, a
function Crnd: 2I×I → R+ is a one-round cost functionif
Crnd(∅) = 0, and S1 ⊂ S2 ⊂ I × I implies Crnd(S1) ≤
Crnd(S2). A one-round cost functionCrnd is additive if, for
all S1, S2 ⊂ I × I, S1 ∩S2 = ∅ implies Crnd(S1 ∪ S2) =
Crnd(S1) + Crnd(S2). •

This definition is motivated by the assumptions that (i) the
cost of exchanging any message is bounded, and that (ii)
this cost is zero only for thenull message. More specific
detail about the communication cost depends necessarily on
the type of communication service (e.g. unidirectional versus
omnidirectional) available between the agents (see [1] foran
extended discussion). Here we only emphasize that, for a
given control and communication lawCC with languageL,

the one-round cost depends onL; we therefore write it as
CL

rnd : 2I×I → R+.

Definition III.5 (Communication complexity) Let S be a
robotic network and letT be a coordination task forS. Let
CC be a control and communication law compatible withT,
and letCL

rnd: 2I×I → R+ be a one-round cost function.

(i) The mean communication complexityand the total
communication complexityto achieveT with CC from
(x0, w0) ∈

∏

i∈I X
[i]
0 × ∏

i∈I W
[i]
0 are, respectively,

MCC(T, CC , x0, w0)

=
1

λ

λ−1
∑

`=0

CL
rnd ◦ Ecmm\∅(t`, x(t`), w(t`)),

TCC(T, CC , x0, w0)

=
λ−1
∑

`=0

CL
rnd ◦ Ecmm\∅(t`, x(t`), w(t`)),

where λ = TC(CC , T, x0, w0) and t 7→ (x(t), w(t))
is the evolution of(S, CC) from the initial condition
(x0, w0). (HereMCC is defined only for(x0, w0) with
the property thatT(x0, w0) = false.)

(ii) The mean communication complexity and
the total communication complexity to
achieve T with CC are the supremum of
{MCC(T, CC , x0, w0) | (x0, w0) ∈ ∏

i∈I X
[i]
0 ×

∏

i∈I W
[i]
0 } and {TCC(T, CC , x0, w0) | (x0, w0) ∈

∏

i∈I X
[i]
0 × ∏

i∈I W
[i]
0 }, respectively.

(iii) The mean communication complexity ofT and the
total communication complexity ofT are, respectively,

MCC(T)=inf{MCC(T, CC) | CC compatible withT} ,

TCC(T)=inf{TCC(T, CC) | CC compatible withT} .

•

It is clear that, for(x0, w0) ∈ ∏

i∈I X
[i]
0 × ∏

i∈I W
[i]
0 ,

one has TCC(T, CC , x0, w0) = MCC(T, CC , x0, w0) ·
TC(T, CC , x0, w0), which implies that TCC(T, CC) ≤
MCC(T, CC) · TC(T, CC).

Remark III.6 (Invariance under rescheduling of control
and communication laws)One can show that the notion of
total communication cost of a control and communication
law defined here remains invariant underrescheduling. The
idea behind rescheduling is to “spread” the execution of the
law over time without affecting the trajectories described
by the robotic agents (e.g., by scheduling the messages
originally sent at a single time instant to be sent over multiple
consecutive time instants, and adapting the motion of the
network accordingly). A formal definition of rescheduling
and the proof of the aforementioned invariance properties of
the total communication cost can be found in [1].
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C. Agreement on direction of motion and equidistance

From Examples II.3, II-C and III.2, recall the definition
of uniform networkS

S
1,r-disk of locally-connected first-order

agents inS
1, the agree-and-pursue control and communica-

tion law CCagr-pursuit, and the two coordination tasksTdrctn
andTε-eqdstnc. The following result characterizes the complex-
ity to achieve these coordination tasks withCCagr-pursuit. The
proof can be found in [1].

Theorem III.7 For kprop ∈]0, 1
2 [, r ∈]0, 2π], α = Nr − 2π

and ε ∈]0, 1[, the networkS
S
1,r-disk, the lawCCagr-pursuit, and

the tasksTdrctn and Tε-eqdstnc together satisfy:

(i) the upper boundTC(Tdrctn, CCagr-pursuit) ∈ O(Nr−1)
and the lower bound

TC(Tdrctn, CCagr-pursuit) ∈
{

Ω(r−1) if α ≥ 0,

Ω(N) if α ≤ 0;

(ii) if α > 0, the upper boundTC(Tε-eqdstnc, CCagr-pursuit) ∈
O(N2 log(Nε−1) + N log α−1) and the lower bound
TC(Tε-eqdstnc, CCagr-pursuit) ∈ Ω(N2 log(ε−1)). If α ≤
0, thenCCagr-pursuitdoes not achieveTε-eqdstncin general.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced a formal model for the design and
analysis of coordination algorithms executed by networks
composed of robotic agents. Under this framework, coor-
dination algorithms are formalized as feedback control and
communication laws. Drawing analogies with the classical
theory on distributed algorithms, we have defined two mea-
sures of complexity: the time and the mean communication
complexity of achieving a specific task. These concepts
and results have been illustrated in a network of locally
connected agents on the circle executing the “agree-and-
pursue” coordination algorithm.

Numerous avenues for future research appear open. An
incomplete list include the following: (i) modeling of asyn-
chronous networks (see the related work in [15], [16], [9],
[17]); (ii) models and analysis of failures in the agents
(arrivals/departures) and in the communication links (seethe
related work [18], [19], [?], [20]); (iii) probabilistic versions
of the complexity measures (see the related work [11]); (iv)
quantization and delays in the communication channels (see
the related work [21] and the literature on quantized control);
and (v) parallel, sequential and hierarchical compositionof
control and communication laws. On the algorithmic side,
the companion paper [2] provides time-complexity estimates
for various coordination algorithms that achieve rendezvous
and deployment, and discusses other open questions.
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